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STORIES OF FOREST· FIRES quainted with the use. of fire. In
di a ·P
· eared from the front some sectipns volcanic _action may
ave 8 P :
have performed a similar service, .
pages of the newspapers.. A few but volcano~s are· restricted to rela- \
weeks ago those stories occupied tively small areas while lightning
the · most promi ls almost unfversal. How many
n en t positions. generations must have elapsed be,.
Soine of the fires tween the time when man learned
were got under that certain toods were improved
. control by means by being cooked in a fire set . by
of h_e rculean la lightning and his discovery of the
bor. Some burn- fact that he could keep the fire
ed them s e 1 v e Iii alive by feeding It with tuel and
out. But nature that be could move it from place
itself has .dispos- to place by c~rying burning emed of the· great bers. And what a thrill it must
e s t .n umb er. have given .some savage . to learn
R a i n _s, e v·e n that be could make fire at will by
w h e r e copious, ·rubbing two pieces· of ·wood togethhave not undone er or· by striking sparks from a 'I
the damage done flint!
'
·
.
·
by earlier dr9uth,
*
*
.
W. P. Davia
as they came too
ONE OF MY PLAYTHINGS
late for that, but they have quench- when I was a boy was a tinder box
ed · the fir,s, which is cause for which had · done duty first bf Engthanktulness.
land an<t then in the Canadian
.
*. * *
backwoods. It contained tinder
FOREST · RANGERS AND OTH- made of ·chp.rred cotton, a piece of
er,s who have made a study. of the flint and another of steel and ~
subject .tell us that most of our for- stub of tallow candle. One -struck
est fires are man-made. Usually sparks from the steel with the
they are caused by carelessness. flint until one caught in the .tinder. I
Lighted matches and burning ciga- The tinder .was then blown until ,
rettes thrown carelessly aside ac- the "'candle could be lighted from
count for a great number. Many It. The fire in· the tinder was then
ar~ ·Cf:LU&ed by settltrs ·in the tim- smQthered by applying a loose lid,
beret· regions who' set fires for the thus saving the tinder for next
pu~poae ot.clearing land. While the time.
.
burning of brush in-,the timbered
* *
sections in · extremely dry weather MATCHES WERE · ALSQ USED
1- prohibited, there are those who with the tinder box. Tliey :were not
will t~e 'c hances wlth ,both the law frlct•on matches ·such as we use,
and the fire. A breeze sprtnr• up, but slivers of wood ,dipped in m•Itthe fire extends into unprotected ~ ,aulphur. Starting a fire with
terrlto , and , quickly it is out of such equipment was a :real job. In
contr.
order to · avoid that task It . was
*
cpstoma.ey to keep 1.Jnber ·. alive
TO MEN'S OARE1t.ES
the flrtplace .by cov:1rlbg .:-t hem

h

I

*

*

*

I

*

.

1 t9.M~~

TO FIND THE WETTEST
spot in the United States one must
go some distance outside of what
is usually considered the United
States. That spot
is ·. in the Hawalian islands, which,
though technically an "integral"
part of the United States, are
away out in the
middle of the Paclfic ocean. Curiously, that wettest spot is on
the top of a
mountain. Mount
Waialeale - pronounce it if you
Davies
can - is on the
island of Kauai.
Its slope terminates in a vast
swamp, and upon that swamp
· there falls more rain in a year
than is deposited on a like area
anywhere else in the United States.
A rain gauge installed near the
summit of the moun't ain has recorded· a rainfall of 40 feet in a
single year.

* * *

tected on days of different air conditions are being installed at many
of the stations.

*

* *

WHEN A FIRE IS SPOTTED
information of it is immediately
sent to headquarters · by phone or
flashed by radio. A plane may be
sent to the spot to photograph the
locality and thus aid in determining the best method of attack.
Some .advance has been made in
the spraying of small fires with
che icals from planes, and even
bombs are dropped to check temporari1y the spread of a fire and
hold it until it can be controlled by
other means. In spite of all these
precautions the annual loss from
for est fires in the United States is
estimated at about $50,000,000.
· :fc
;,.
*
MARMOTS IN YELLOWSTONE
park have "holed up." Park visitors
are always interested in watching
the sleek little animals, popularly
called woodchucks, though they are
not, which live in summer under
the porches of the lodges and
which emerge to accept offerings
of popcorn or other food from admirers. But on August 25 not a
marmot appeared in response to
the whistles which were sounded
for them. Presumably they had
gone into winter quarters. It was
very early, and on that account
predictions are made of an early,
lone, cold winter. If the predictions
happen to come true those who
made them will say "I told you so."
If they are not they will be forgotten.

ANYWHERE ON THE NORTH
American continent a rainfall of
1.5 inches in a single day is considered an unusually heavy rain. But
that island swamp receives on an.
average that quantity of rain every
day in the year. Obviously the fact
that a locality is surrounded by
water does not make it a desert.
But the fact that many islands are
practically rainless indicates that
the immediate proximity of sur* *
face water does not necessarily FORTUNATELY THE BLACK
cause rain in that vicinity.
widow spider is not often encount*
*
ered. That is· fortunate, for the bite .
A TUG HAULING A STRING of those insects, while not necesof fruit barges from Honolulu to a sarily fatal, is exceedingly unnearby island had difficulty in pleasant. Science is at work on the
docking. It was found that its tow- development of a serum with which
line had become entangled in the to ·combat the venom of this spidwheels of an army truck which er. Also, there have been discovermust have been lying at the bot- ed two kinds of wasps that lay
tom of the harbor at Honolulu. The their eggs in the cocoon of the
truck had been towed rm miles. spider. The larvae which hatch· out
What an army truck was ·doing-at ar, said to devour the baby spidthe bottom of the sea is a profound er~~ So here's hoping.
military secret.
. * * *
* * *
.
THE LORD MAYOR OF LONAIRPLANES, RADIO, THE TEL- don visited Toronto last week. A
ephone, the telescope, photography, committee of distinguished local
chemistry and explosives have all persons, !n morning coats and top
been drafted into service in the hats, met the train to which the
work · of preventing or checking lord mayor's private car was atf ore st fires. Elevated stations, with tached. No lord mayor appeared,
which travelers through forest re- but a puzzled private secretary
gions are familiar, command great asked the committee if his tele- f
stretches of forest and watchers gram had not been received. It
there spot incipient fires at the dis- hadn't. But the secretary had sent
tance of many miles. Visibility me- one saying that the mayor was .
., ters, which tell the distance at sleeping, and he continued to sleep
which a small smoke should be de- for another hour.
· ·
I

*

*

ONE OF THE SIGHTS WHIC}l
' occasional tourists to Alaska are
priveleged to see is the birth of an
iceberg. The glacier, perhaps miles
across and many
hundreds of feet
deep, has been
moving s 1 o w 1 y
but in ex o rably
down the mountain for ages. It
moves but a few
feet a year, but
nothing can stay
its progress. At
the edge of the
sea it is pushed
out into and over
the water until
its own weight
and the action of
W. P. Davies
the waves causes
great masses to break off.
The
bergs float off and a great wall
of clear blue ice is left to move
out and form another berg.

* * *

THE LAUNCHING OF A BIG
berg is a spectacle which can be
viewed with safety only from a
great distance, as the resultant
waves are dangerous to shipping.
For the entertainment of passengers ship captafns sometimes try
to crack off a berg from the foot
of a glacier. The process is quite
simple, consisting merely in blow
ing the ship's whistle. If the conditions are just right the vibration
of the blast is communicated to
the ice, and splash! a chunk, big
or little, breaks off.

* *

*

from the mountains. Giving directions by the points of the compass
is common practice in North Dakota, and, I suppose, in all the
prairie states. Here most roads
run true to the compass, and when
one is told to drive four miles
west and two miles north the in
struction is intelligible and easily
followed.
In the eastern states
road direction are governed by
rivers, ridges and mountain ranges, I
and on those winding roads compass directions are meaningless.
Hence one is told: "Follow this
road about two miles until you
cross the bridge, then take the first
turn to the right. After you cross
the ridge turn left, and Smith's
place is the second on your right
down in the hollow."

*

*
BAD

*

I

OUT IN THE
LANDS A
few weeks ago I heard the term
"breaks'' applied to landscape, for
the first time, so far as I can recall. Somewhere in the locality
several years ago I had seen a
prairie dog town with a numerous
population of active little animals.
I had lost track of the location,
and inquired about it of a man by
the wayside. He indicated a place
several miles ahead, "just after
you get out of the breaks," he
said.

* * *

THE BREAKS, I GATHERED,
are where the level prairie is broken into gullies and ravines, as it is
along the edge of the Bad Lands.
My informant, however, expressed
doubt as to the presence of prairie
dogs in their former village. Once,
he said, there was a large colony
there, but most, if not all ·of them,
had disappeared, probably, he said,
because of lack of water in these
recent dry years. We saw no
prairie dogs, nor were we able to
identify their former village,

MADE FAMILIAR AS A LAND
of snow and ice by stories of goldseeking days, the Alaska which
tourists see is really nothing of
the sort. The coast is washed and
the air tempered by the warm
waters of the Japan current, and
between the mountains and the
sea there is a narrow belt whose'
*
*
principal characteristic is rain
I HAD NEVER ASSOCIATED
rather than cold weather,
prairie dogs with water. The
* it *
colony which I saw years ago inIN LAND, AC RO S S THE habited the top of a knoll of conmountains, the winters are Arctic siderable height, but I suppose they
in their severity, but the coast area got water from some source. A
is one of luxuriant vegitation. once-popular belief was that goThere are areas famous for their phers in digging their holes always
hay crops, their giant vegetables went down to water, and that if
and their magnificent wild fruits. one followed a gopher hole down
The wild fruits, while of remark- he was sure to strike water. Havable size, are said to be inferior in ing occasion some fifty years ago
flavor to those grown, for instance, to dig a well I picked out what
in North Dakota and Minnesota.
seemed to be a suitable spot for it,
* *
and then noticed that I was withWHAT IS SAID TO BE THE in about six feet of a gopher hole,
biggest raspberry in the world the exact position of the well ' was
grows in Hawaii. It is a wild fruit not important, and, recalling the
which is seriously declared to grow gopher tradition I moved over and
normally to the size of golf balls, followed the gopher hole, to see
and the largest specimens it is what would happen. A few feet
said will just flt the top of a water down the gopher hole ran off at a
tumbler. The berry is described right angle and I lost it, but at the
as rather. tart in flavor. Scientists depth of about 12 feet I struck
are studying it with a view to cul- a fine flow of water In a vein of
tivation.
gravel and I had the best well for
*
many years around. Of course I
IN HAWAII, WE ARE TOLD, should have struck the same vein
no one ever refers to a. direction if I had dug in the place I had
as north or south. One goes to or first picked out,

*

*

* *

AT LEAST TWICE, TO MY ·a.nd when vigilance is relaxed,
knowledge, I have , published . in or the dynasty has perished, it
this column the immortal issue on .silently resumes its throne from
which it has been expelled, but
"Grass," by John J. Ingalls, United which it never abdicated. It bears
·
St at e s senator no blazonry of bloom to charm
f r o m K a n s a s the senses with fragrance or
many years ago. splendor, but its homely hue is
Just now most of . more enchanting than the lily or
our people · have the rose. It yields no fruit in
a greater appre- earth , or air, and yet should its
c i a t i o n of the harvest fail for a single year
beauty of green famine would depopulate the
grass than ever world.
before, a n d to
* * *
many · Ingalls' es- A FEW WEEKS AGO I TOLD
say takes on new of having received a small glass
meaning. S om e jar containing a large caterpillar
of my friends encased in the thin fabric of a
have expressed a cocoon which it had just started.
de's ire for the re- For several days we watched the ,
publication of the grub at work through the thin
essay, and in the white membrane which it was
hope that it may interest still oth- weaving, but the material became
ers who have missed it, I give it as brown with ·exposure to the air,
follows:
and it was supposed that the task
* * *
of spinning was completed some
LYING IN THE SUNSHI:N'E time .~ go.
among the buttercup~ and dan* * *
delions in May, scarcely higher in
OF LATE SOUNDS AS OF
intelligence· than the · minute ten.. scratching have been heard coming
ants of that mitnic wilderness, from the jar, and. we have been
our earliest recollections are of curious as to what was happening.
grass, and when the fitful fever I supposed that it would take any
is ended and the foolish wrangle caterpillar som~ months to transof market and forum is closed, form itself into a full-fledged moth
grass heals over the scar which or butterfly. But in an article on
our descent has made, and the silk-worms the Britannica says
carpet of the infant becomes the that the moths of that species
blanket ·of ·the dead.
emerge, full-fledged, from the coGrass is the forgiveness of na- coon in which, in the form of a
ture-her constant b,e nediction. caterpillar, it enclosed itself.
Field trampled with battle, scar*
red with the ruts of cannon,
THE DAM ACROSS THE RED
grow green again with grass, and Lake river at East Grand ·Forks
carnage is for gotten. Streets ab- impounds a supply of water suffiandoned by traffic become grass- cient to last these two cities for
grown. like rural lanes a.nd are considerable time, regardless of the
obliterated. For·e sts decay, harv- state of the lower river, even
· ests perish, flowers vanish, but . though no water flows in from
grass is immortal. Beleagured by about. That dam is an inexpensive
the s.u llen hosts of winter, it structure o_n ly a few feet high. A
withdraws into the ' impregnable similar dam a few miles farther
fortresses of its subterranean vi- up stream, would impound a similar
tality and emerges upon the quantity of wate~, which , could be
first solicitation of spring. Sown released as needed. So on all the
by the winds, by wandering way up the river.
birds, propagated by the subtle
* * *
horticulture of , the elements
EVERY SPRING, REGARDwhich are . its ministers and serv- less of the character of the season,
ants, it softens the rude outline a large volume of water flows
of the world. Its tenacious fibers down every river and on toward
hold the earth in its place. and , the sea. Impounding of :rµuch of
· prevent its soluble components that water by means of a succesfrom washing into the sea. n in- sion of small dams is one of the
vades the solitude of deserts, recognized _features of water conclimbs the inaccessible slopes an·d ·.. servation. The plan is one which
forbidding pinacles of mountains, can be applied to the Red Lake
n:i,odifies climates; and deter- river without interfering in the
mines the history, character and least with 'the program of dredging
destiny of nations. Unobtrusive the outlet from Red Lake which is
· and patient, it has immortal vig- to be undertaken th\s· fall. The lator and aggression. Banished ter work is imperative. A well defrom th~ 'thoroughfare of the · signed system of dams would be a
field, it bides its . time to return, wonderful ,auxiliary.
1

* *

THAT HOUSES ARE
ed with nice cut stone, laid up by
built of stone in Hawaii is a fact labor which was charged against
recorded by the Pan Pacific News, the canal. Anyway, the fine stone
a paper devoted to featuring things fences are there, or were only a
of interest in the few years ago.
extreme western
*
territories of the IN MY YOUTH I WAS FAMILUnited States. iar with brick houses because of
And the f?-ct is the large volume of brick manur!corded with .an facture around Brantford, Ontario.
air of surprise, There w e r e frame houses of
~hile the reader course, but when anyone w~nted
is left to con- to build a really good house he
elude t ~ a. t the built it of brick. Fifty miles or so
P o s s i b 1 l i t Y of farther north the country was
building h o u s es rocky, and in Galt, Gurlph and othof stone is some- er towns in that vicinity the better
thing of which houses were all of stone. On my
the world was in first visit to Chicago I was amazed
ignorance . u n t. i 1 to see pretentious dwellings built
w. P. Davies some .. ge~ms m of wood, and for that reason the
Hawau discover- city had to me a temporary and ined it just the other day. The story substantial appearance. I couldn't
go~s tha~ some of the sugar _plan- understand why anyone who could
tabons m Hawaii are stony and afford to build a good house should
the stone must be removed from not build it of brick or stone.
the fields before they can be cultivated. The piles of stone thus ac* * *
cumulated are in the way, and EVERYONE IS FA MIL I AR
aomeone conceived the idea of with _pictures of the old town crier
building houses of them. The ex- with his quaint uniform and bell,
periment was entirely successful. but in these days of print one selThe stone houses are found to be dom thinks of the crier as a feadurable, comfortable and weather- ture of modern life. But there are
resistant. All of this is treated as still official criers. Those who renews of a rather surprising nature. main in France use the drum in* * *
stead of the bell, but in England
LEAVING ASIDE ALTOGETH- there are towns in which the crier
er the practice in Europe, where still sounds his '~Oyez, Oyez·!'' to
there are stone houses that date the ringing of a bell.
back almost to prehistoric times,
* * *
this form of construct_ion was folIN THE TOWN OF CHERTlowed on this continent by many sey, south of London, the official
of the very earliest white settlers, crier is a lady, Mrs. Mary A. Blakwho built not only forts and er, aged 78. She succeeded her huschur~hes of quarried stone, but or- band in the office upon his death
dinary dwellings in which they 20 years ago, and she still has the
used the boulders just as they job. Recently she expressed a wish
found them on their fields.
to retire but the council persuaded
* *
her to remain, increasing her comTHOSE WHO HAVE LIVED IN pensation from $1.20 to $1.50 per
the east or have driven through it official call and doubling her fees
are familiar, also, with the stone for private announcements.
fences t;hat still surround many
* *
fields. That was one way of getting AT LYME DORSET, A FASHrid of the stone. Near Lockport, ionable bathing resort, the town
New York, is a farm whose fields crier, William Fay, was ordered to
are surrounded by fences of anoth- don his uniform and make an aner type, quarried stone laid up in nouncement ,on the beach, which
regular masonry form. A story was thronged -with bathers in cuscurrent in the vicinity, for which I tomary scant costume. Mrs. Fay
do not vouch, is that the farm be- ·countermanded the order and inlonged to a man who .had some of- structed her husband to keep away
ficial connection with the con- from the beach, but she was inducstruction of the Erie canal and the ed to reconsider after William had
locks, and that he so arranged promised· to keep his eyes shut
matters that he g t his farm fenc~ while he made his announceme~t.
as north or,. sotlth. One goes to or And I'll bet he pe~ke~: the ~seal!!

* *

*

*

I

A FEW DAYS AGO I MEN- may hold in check a pest and save
tioned the work that is being done many lives.
by men .o f science to propagate a
tiny parasitic fly which devours the
eggs and youn~
of . the :8Iack w.1do~ spider. It !s
belleved that 1.n
this way the multi P 1 i cat ion of
th e s e d e a d 1Y
s P i d e r s can be
check~d. A friend
has .called my attenbon to a copy
of the Los .Angeles
Examiner
which devotes an
entire page to
this subject, with
numerous photoDavies
graphic illustra. tions. As is well known, the Black
Widow sprtier kills and eats her
husband after they have mated and
the home for the young of the
family has been completed. It is
true that there is no further use
for the husband, and his carcass
supplies the lady spider with ;1eeded food. But there . are senhmental persons who will think that the
practice of killing and eating him
is carrying utilitarian thrift too
far.

* *AND* MERRILL
RI C HM AN
the former an actor and the latte~
an experienced air pilot, succeeded in flying the Atlantic, but were
forced down in Wales by exhaustion of their gas supply. They
landed at Llwyncelyn and my first
thought, when I saw the name was
that if I had to be forced down
somewhere I would pref er to land
at a place 'that I could pronounce.
But, my remote Welsh ·ancestry
having given me no understanding
of the Ian·g uage, the appropriateness of the name as that of a
place for an actor to land quite
escaped me until by friend H. C.
Rowland enlightened me. "Llwyncelyn" is . neither niore nor less
than "Hollywood." "Llwyn'' meaning grove of wood and "celyn"
meaning holly. Obvi~usly the fliers
couldn't have picked out a more
appropriate place.

*

* .*

s EN AT o R BORAH SPENT
only $296 in the recent Idaho primary ~lection in which he won a
renomination. His opponent spent
only· $244. But what sort of example ·is that to set to a country
which is . urged to spend until it
hurts?

* *

*

* * WITH A
BE THAT* AS IT MAY, THE
A GREEK CAPTAIN,
Widow has an enemy calculated to cargo consigned to "Anvers,'' Belgium, put into a · Dutch · port becheck the mu~tiplication of he: cause he could find no such name
kind. The Gaurax Aranea, a fly on his Belgium chart. There is no
about one-sixteenth of an inch Belgian language. · Belgians speak
long, deposits her eggs on the out- either French or Flemish. "Anvers"
side of the sac which contains the is the French name of the city
Widow's eggs.
Little maggots wh1ch English- speaking people
hatch from the eggs and bo;re know
"Antwerp." But becau~e
through the covering of the sac, the Belgian seacoast is inhabited
devouring the eggs and young that by Flemings, Belgian charts give
are inside, encase themselves in names in Flemish only, and on the
cocoons and presently emerge as charts the name of the city apflies, to menace the progeny of pears as "Antwerpen."
some other Black Widow.
*
* *
THERE ARE MANY ·oTHER
THESE PARASITES HAVE things about European names that
been · known to science for some must tend to make travelers dizzy.
years, but most of the knowledge An American would . have little difof their life history and habits has ficulty in understanding that "Robeen gained by the patient work ma" is the name of the Italian
of George Elwood :Jenks, of the city which he has called "Rome."
Los Angeles health department, But he might stumble over "Wien" .
who has succeeded in raising many several times before identifying it .
colonies of the flies and who has with "Vienna." "Vienne" is a closphotographed · them in several er approach . to our form. "Venestages of their existence. Thus an dig" and "V~riise'' are , more or less
occupation which many might re- suggestive of. ''Vienna," though the
gard as a trivial wast~ of time, tourist might have his doubts.

as

*

* *

1

..,
rived from business brought
from outside the city.
was

in.

* * *

WHILE THE RECORD occu~
pied a small and unpretentious
building for many years it· kept
to new quarters pace with improvements in its
last April. After· field. Its original
mechanical
spending the in- equipment was new, and year b·y
tervening time in year new and improved material
getting sett 1 e d has been added. The bmlding inthe Record has to which it· ·tias now moved houses
. .just issued a fine a plant that had already been
special edition in brought to a high degree of effiwhich its own ciency. The building now occupied
history is re- is the former Grafton National
viewed, together bank building which Mr. Morgan
with that of the bought last fall, and which he encity of Grafton larged and i.inproved. It is a worthy
and Walsh coun- home for a fine publication.

t~

*

*

*

*

* *

FOR SOME FORTY YEARS I
have been familiar with the Walsh
County Record, and I have enjoyed the personal acquaintance
and friendship of all the men who
in turn have been its owners. The
paper was established ii::i, 1890 by
A. L. Woods and Ed. Pierce. The
former I knew as a newspaper
man, an educator, a lover of trees
and plants, and a cultured gentleman. Ed. Pierce I knew as editor
and publisher and as a genial humorist of unusual quality.
AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF
co-operative work Pierce . bought
the interests of his partner · and
later sold the paper to Grant S.
Hager who had already made his
mark in North Dakota newspaperdom as publisher of the St. Thomas Times. In the larger field upon
which he entered he found opportuni ty for the development of his
talents and under his management
the Record became one of the outstanding papers of the state.

.•

* *

FOR A GOOD MANY YEARS
in connection with my work on the
Herald it was a part of my job to
look over the weekly papers of the
state. They were of all sorts. Some
could be dismissed with scarcely a
glance. Some rewarded more careful perusal. But there ·were a few [
in which I always felt sure that I
would find something interesting1
informative, suggestive or stimulating. One of these was the Walsh
County Record, and through the
succeeding years it has maintained
its position as a credit to the journalism of the state.

*

*

*

ONE FEATURE IN THE RECord's special edition which I enjoyed greatly was the reproduc·uon of a number of Ed. Pierce's
"Poison Carrots" sketches. The
present generation has missed
much in not having an opportunity to become acquainted with Poison Carrots, the Hired Man, and
Poison's mother-in-law. Pierce presented those characters week after
week in situations of hilarious ab.·
* * *
surdity, but with an appearance of
FAILING HEALTH MADE IT naturalness, and with a perfectly
necessary for Hager to seek as- straight face. Only an artist could
· sistance in the operation of the have achieved what he did.
paper, and he called to his aid Ri*
lie R. Morgan, who, after Hager's IT HAS NEVER BEEN MY LOT
death, purchased ' the paper out- to be associated with ·a weekly
right. With a rare combination of paper, but I have observed the
newspaper talent and .b usiness ca- work in that field from the outpacity Morgan has guided the side with keen interest. The weekI Record through trying years and ly newspaper occupies a place all
has achieved a large measure of its own. No metropolitan daily can
prdfessional and business success. compete with it in that field. It
It i~ one of the most important has opportunities for service which
business institutions in its com- cannot be touched by any other
•1 munity.
Its weekly payroll is ex- publication. In a signal manner
ceeded only by that of one other the Reco~d has made use of its opfirm in that part of the state, and portunities and it merits all the
it pays each year in wages and sal- success which it has achieved. That
, arie~ to its employes more than it success, I am confident, it will conreceives from the business firms tinue to merit, and I hope that its
: of Grafton. Its other income is de- reward will be abundant.

*

*

I
I

!~~~~~~--------------------------

THERE WAS A VACANT'"'t.he primary election August 25. I
parking space on the street, ba!e- have seen _no account of the res1:It
1· wide en.o u h for a car to enter 0 ~ that primary, but I have a .chpy
g
· .
pmg from the Los Angeles Times
between the two which stood there. which has this to say of the former
. A car pulled in Grand Forks man who refused to
and the woman stay disabled:
driver
prepared
*
to alight. She ·op''M' GONE GAL WRITES A
ened the right- clear and beautiful hand he drives
hand door of her his car, pilots an airpla'ne, plucks
~ar and slam~ed papers from his pocket, lights his
it open agamst cigarette and withal carries a sunthe fender of the ny and charming disposition with
adjoining c a r. him.
Withou~ a glance
"He is 41, married, the father of
to see if she had two boys and is a native of North
marred the fin- Dakota. He has lived here 13 years.
ish of the other He has worked for a lumber comcar she closed pany, as a storekeeper for the
the d o or and Harbor Department and for the
went into the Department of Water and Power,
store ~cross the as an investigator for the city atwalk . . In two ~r three mmutes she torney and in an insurance office,
came out, slammed open her car not allowing his disabilities to bar
door, again bumping the other him from an active and producfender, and, closing her door she tive life.
·
backed out and drove ou~
* *·*
, * * *
"M'GONEGAL · HAS DEVOTED
AN O T H E R CAR ENTERED much of his life to wo~king in the
the narrow ·space · and another interests of disabled veterans who
woman driver prepared to .get out. lack his spfrit and 'determination.
Noticing the narrowness of the He has the indorsement of the ·
space she. open·ed her door with California Republican assembly
great care. It rested against the unit."
other car fender, but so lightly as
*
THE FOLLOWING
PARAnot to mar it. She entered the
store, came out, again opened her graph from a Canadian governdoor carefully, entered her car and ment bulletin records the progress
drove off.
that has been made in deyeloping
*
*
the herd of reindeer which were
BOTH WOMEN DROVE GOOD driven during the past two years
cars. Both were well dressed and from Alaska to their new home in
both looked intelligent. One had de- the Canadian north, a journey of
veloped such a regard for the many hundreds of miles. The prerights of others that a little act of cursors of that herd were shipped
courtesy was performed naturally through Grand Forks some 40
and unconsciously. Something had years ago on their way to Alaska.
been . lacking in the character de* * *
velopment of the other. To her an
"THE ANNUAL ROUND-UP
act of rudeness was as natural as was completed on August 8," says
was an act of courtesy to the oth- the bulletin, "when the animals
er.
were put through the corrals and
* * *
counted. The young animals were
IN FEBRUARY, 1918, .CHARLES marked and certain mature steers
McGonegal of Grand Forks, then a and aged females surplus to the
soldi,e r in the 18th infantry in Al- requirements of the herd were resace, was stunned by >shrapnel ported to be available for the autwhile he held a hand grenade. The umn slaughter. The ·count showed
grenade exploded and tore off both that in addition to the · above
his hands. Instead of giving up ac- numbers of fawns, the herd intive life McGonegal equipped him- eludes 1,762 adult females, . 608
self with a pair of mechanical ye~rling and adult bulls, and 444
hands with which he became more steers. At the conclusion of the
proficient than many unhandicap- 1935 · round-up it was estimated
ped men. About 13 years ' ago he that the original herd of 2,370 anid~ove to California in an old Model mals had grown to over 3,000. Dur- 1
T Ford, · taking his family with ing the -winter of 1935-36 some 300 1
him, and with his mechanical surplus animals were slaughtered
hands he negotiated._ the mountain to provide food and . clothing for ·
passes and arrived safely at his the assistance of natives in the
destination.
Aklav~k region and for other de* * *
partmental purposes. This year's
HE BECAME POSTMASTER total indicates an increase of near.:
of Bell, Calif., and was a can di- ly 1,000 in ·the size of the herd
date for the Republican nomin~- which is considered highly gratify.- tion for congress in his district at ing.

* *

*

*

1
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*

ALTHOUGH WE HAVE BE- Little Mary, an inmate of an ·orcome accustomed to the month be- phanage, was not very bright, · and
ing September, the October maga- she was sent away to take certain
zines are beginning to make their mental tests with a view to her
appearance. That possible commitment to an institus u g g e s ts fuel tion for the feeble-minded. She
bills, with snow- proved to be brighter than had
drifts just in the been supposed, and she was reoffing. Aren't the turned to the orphange. One of her
w i n t e rs I o n g young friends, noticing her reap ..
enough
without pearance, said to another, "There's
antic ip at in g Mary, back again.'' "I didn't know
them? Of course she had been away," said her com- t
the practice has . panion. "Where was she?" "Oh,
its advantages. she went to take an examination
Along early in to be an idiot," was the reply, "but
August, when the she didn't pass.''
thermometer registered up in the WHEN
EV
hundreds, the arR
· J. A.
rival of a Sep- gave up a comfortable pastorate in
t~mber magazine the east. to, es~ablish sh ac?'demy
reminded one that cooler weather at the httle village of Arvilla 50
mu&t be on the way
years ago he announced, as the
* * ·
purpose of the institution "to place
THE PRACTICE OF PRE-DAT~ before the sons and daughters of
ing magazines has been a compe- the northw~at the ?'dv~~tages of a
titive one. Years ago one expected good cl9:ss1cal, sc1~ntif1c normal
to receive his October magazine and m~s1cal edu~abon and, at the
early in October, not in September. same time, furnish t~e care and I
One publisher advanced his publi- comforts of a home. To launch I
cation date a few days, to get the such. ~n enterprise, under all . the
jump on his competitors, and oth- cond1t10ns that . then prevailed,
ers followed suit. Then the race must have required more than
was on. With many magazines the ordinary courage and vision.
date makes little difference, but
I
there are some whose contents are
ARVILLA ACADEMY WAS
seasonal and which are · supposed not a pretentious institution. It was
to. be prepared with reference to conceived in a lofty spirit and the
the characteristics of· the current attitude of its founder was that of
season. That leads to a lot of ab- devotion to a lofty ideal. No atsurdities.
tempt was made to popularize it by
~
*
lowering its standards, a fac~
A. LAW R E N c E LOWELL, which is evidenced by this para~
president emeritus of Harvard, has graph on discipline in one of its
bee,n denied· renewal of his auto- catalogues:
mobile driver's license. Dr. Lowell
* *
"THE RULES ARE FEW, BUT
is 80 years old, has driven for
many years, and has never been positive, Students who are not willinvolved in an accident. While he ing to comply with the requireemploys a chauffeur, he likes to ments will find it to their advanttake the wheel himself. In the reg- age to leave at once. The business
ular course he presented himself of this school is study. It is not a
for examination for renewal of his cheap boarding-place where the
license· and failed to pass. The · rea- presence ,of young people is solicitson for his f allure was not an- ed in order to count numbers, nor
nounced, but the official who con- is it a place where students may
- ducted .the examination was one of While a way their time in idleness.
his former students at · Harvard, We . desire only the presence of
and there is a grim SUS'Jjicion that those who wish to learn."
the student took advantage of an
*
opportunity to get even with
PRETTY UNCOMPRO~ISING,
Prexy.J,
isn't it? And out · of the atmosphere suggested by that paragraph
* *
FAILURE TO PASS AN EXAM- came some of the strong· men and
ination reminds me of a story. women who have built this nation.
1

* * *

*
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~ A NEWS ARTICLE TELl.r chine or tron ke.t tle made in part
ing of the forthcoming visit of a from . some fragment of iron picked ..
.
.
. .
.
up just the other day by a boy in ·
scientific expedition to the island one's back yard. Bµt ·much of the
of Anticosti, at · the mouth of t~e scrap goes abroad on a less peace.st. ~awrence, _ 1t ful mission. The . bits of junk now
1s said that the being gathered so carefully may
i s 1 an d has no presently reappear in the form of
squirrels, rats, . Japanese cannon or Italian shrapporcupines, frogs nel. Every major nation is in the
or reptiles, but market for sc.rap, ' but Italy and
an abundance of Japan, having no iron of their
beaver, elk and own, are the largest purchasers.
reindeer. I was
* * *
surprised · at the
THE COMPLEXITY OF
statement that ternational relations is s;hown by
there ' are no rats this demand for scrap iron. Under
on the island, for certain conditions we prohibit the
I have a confus- exportation of munitions. But our
ed recollection of neighbors can, and sometimes do
a lesson in one use scrap iron in the manufacture
.
of my sch o o 1 of a number of useful and harmD av1es
·
read ers
en t·t1
i e d less things, harvesters, and sewing
"Asore on A~ticosti," in which the machines, and typewriters, having
writer tells of the hundreds of rats no relation whatever to the deadly
which played around in . the lone business of war. But the dealer
cabin .i n which it was necessary who . ships a cargo of iron has no
for him tq, spend a night.
means of knowing whether it is to
" * * *
be used in peace or war, and the
MY RECOLLECTION OF THE shipper of a cargo of cotton does
. story ls that the writer, for some not know whether it is to be .used· .
reason not disclosed, had to spend as cloth to clothe the naked or as
a night on the then uninhabited dea?ly explosive to rend human
island, to be picked up .later by a bodies to fragments.
boat which was to call for him,
* ·*
and that he slept, or tried to sleep, MY REFERENCE THE OTHER
in a log cabin which seems to have day to town criers recalled to H.
been there for such purpose. The C.
owland figures familiar in
rats : were so numerou;; and so many of the villages of Wales.
playful that he lost a lot of sleep.
"Up to 1914," writes Mr. ~ow...
'I · wonder if my recollection of land, "criers were not uncommon
that lesson is altogether wrong, if in all the places :vvhere we lived.
the writer was fibbing, or if rats There. was · the old Welshman, alhave been banished from the is- most a monoglot, who tried to rea~
land in the intervening years. a notice relating to a visit the
Memory plays us some strange Duke and Duchess of York, (later
·tricks. Does anyone who went King George V · and Queen Mary)
through the . Campbell readers re- were to pay to · Caernarvon in -my
member the story?
boyhood. Th~ notice . was given to
* * *
him in Welsyhaand English, and
AT INNUMERABLE RAILWAY they had endeavored to coach him
·stations throughout the country in the English. .He got on all right
may be seen occasional flat cars with the Welsh notice, but greatly
loaded with scrap iron. All over amused , everyone by loudly . anthe country iron scrap is being nouncing in a broad -Welsh accent:
collected and hauled to : junk deal.:. '0 yess! 0 yess! (lots of ''s') the
ers' by men and boys with dilapi- Duck and Duckess of York will
dated tr:ucks, wheelbarrows and visit, etc.'
hand-carts. Piles' of junk that have
'
* *
been accumulating for years are "MRS. ROWLAND TELLS A
being sorted over and the market- good story about the town crier in
able metal is being recovered and Rhyl, nortn Wales. It was about
shipped to central points, to be for- the time when the institution of
warded thence to oc·e an ports and crier w~s dying out. Evl~enti,
·transferred to ocean freighters.
times were hard, for his wife came
* * *
to the house o! Mrs. Rowland's peoSOME OF THE SCRAP IS ple to ~ell a long tale of woe. 'Inused in our own factories, and next deed Mrs. Jones,' she said, "things
year one may perhaps drive a~ au- are awful! My· husba~d hasn't had
tomobile, or use a washing ma- a good cry for nearly a month!"

*

1

1

1

*

the past year or two several Grand
ments which have been, in prog- Forks home owners have noticed
.
f that doors and windows which forf or severa1 years sect ions
.
. . o mer1y were t rue h av e b -een 1·ncity of 'rokyo are smkmg clined _to bind and often trimming
steadily, and in has been ·nedessary. Undoubtedly
one d_istrict the this is due in many cases, not to
soil has settled any defect in construction, but to
two feet in
O the drying out of the soil during
years. The area these extremely dry years.
is one in which
* * *
the .lower strata OUR SUBSOIL IS OF CLAY,
are overlaid w.ith which swells when wet and
alluvial soil to shrinks as it dries. Lack of rain
th e d e P th of has dried it out and caused it to
ab out. 60 fee~, shrink, and foundations resting upand this deposit on it are disturbed. Hence, if the
is of recent for- doors and windows stick the fault
mation, as geo- may be with the weather rather
l o g i c a 1 periods than with the architect or the
go. The soil as· builder.
originally deposit*
*
ed was saturated J. EARL M'FADD:EN', WHO
with water, and the weight of the was born near Neche and has
mass is slowly ~que~zin~ out. the farming interests there, found
water. As th~ Soll dries it shrinks some interesting growths on a reand, necessarily, ~ettles.
cent visit to the farm. A few weeks
* * *
ago a large field pf flax showed
THIS CONDITION HAS MADE the familiar tbrownish color . betrouble for owners of buildings. cause of . the ripening of ·the seed
Buildings of one or two stories bolls. Now it is blue · again with
have been placed on foundations fresh blossom. This is due in part
which ar~ only .a few feet deep, to the fact that part of the seed
and .the added weight ·causes them sown sprouted early while the rest
to settle more rapidly. On the oth- failed to start until later rains
er hand, large buildings have came. The field, therefore, now
foundations extending to the solid bears two crops, one ripe and the
structure beneath, and the area other just in . bloom.
around them settles, leaving them
*
at undesirable levels.
A FURTHER FACT IS THAT
* * *
many of the stalks have sent out
.T HE I S LAND CHAIN OF second and third growths, and
which Japan is a part has under- Earl brought home several stalks
gone many changes even in recent which bear at the same time ripe
years. Earthquakes are of frequent balls; unripe ones which will
occurrence, new islands have made probably mature, and new blostheir appearance, and existing ii- soms.
lands have disappeared, sometimes
*
to reappear after a few years. ANO HE .R CURIOSITY
While all parts of .the world may brought from the farm is a second
be said to be in the· ~aking, that growth watermelon. On June 8 . the
1 in the vicinity of Japan, changes in family on the farm bought .a melon,
the Japanese are are more fre- and on _June 11 seeds f m that
quent and ·more striking than al- melon were planted. Sev~ral melmost anywhere else.
ons have grown on the ·new vines,
*
and one pr9ught hom~ by· Mr. McTHE RED RIVER VALLEY Fadden is of good ,size ·a nd appears
has not b~en subject to volcanic to . ·he 'about ripe. Two generations
action •in recent ages, but there of melons 'have thus been -p,r oducare in progress changes here as ed fro:tn seed .. sown ·1ast spring in
well as across the Pacific. During some southern '·state.
·

*
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I HAVE JUST COME INTO
possession of several. photoiraphs
of what has often been des'cribed
by those who saw it as the most
·
beautiful parade
ever h e 1 d in
Grand Forks. It
was the flower
parade given during a carnival in
July, 1899, and
the photographs
are from a.n old
collection owned
by Mrs. C. C.
Gowran.
T h e pictures
come in appropriately just at
the close of the
recent Fall Fe.sDavies
tival, for the parade was one of the events in a
series of local enterprises in which
the young men of 35 to 40
years ago were as active and enthusiastic as are the young men of
today in providing attractive features for public entertainment.

er ones there was less favorable
weather, and the last was held
with rain and cold winds that
drove people from the streets rt
was decided that there was · too
much risk in holding an outdoor
exhibition so late in the season.
Early in 1899 it was decided to
abandon the fair idea for the time
being and hold a summer carnival,
with no exhibits, but two days of
continuous free entertainment.

* * *

ACCORDINGLY ARR ANGEments were made for foot races,
bicycle races, ball games, and other contests of many kinds. Aerobats and other entertainers were
provided, with parades for which
music. was provided by bands from
the entire surrounding country.

*

* *

THE FLOWER PARADE WAS
an afterthought. Nobody thought
of it at the beginning, and no provision was made for it until other
arrangements were practically
completed. Then the idea was presented, and it took hold. Hurried
* * *
announcements of it were made,
THE FIRST NUMBER IN and prizes were offered for the
that particular series was a street most beautifully decorated outfits
fair, held along in the middle nine- in the several classes.
ties. In those days harvest work
was not cleaned up as quickly as
THOSE WERE THE HORSEit is now even in years of heavy and-buggy days, and there were a
crops, and in order not to .interfere lot of . good carriages and highwith threslii'.ng the several street stepping horses in town. For days
fairs were held in late September secret preparations went on in
or early October. At that time, too, barns and stables all over town.
there was assurance of a large Buggies were cleaned and harness
line of exhibits of field and garden polished. Brass and nickel was
products.
rubbed until it shone. Horses were
curried and brushed until their
THE PLAN OF OPERATION coats glistened and in many cases
was for each merchant to build a their hoofs were polished and varbooth on the street in front of his nished. And flowers by the wagon
store, and in those booths were to load were used to give the necesbe displayed all the exhibits. Ev- sary touches of color.
eryone took hold with a will, and
* *
the entire business section along NOBODY WAS PERMITTED
Third street and DeMers avenue to know what anyone else was dowas lined with booths. The booths ing, and when the entrants aswere all filled with what was prob- sembled for the parade there was
ably as fine a collection of agri- universal surprise at the beauty of
cultural products as has ever been the turnouts. There were open carshown in the northwest, for it was riages and carriages with tops, sura year of excellent crops, and ex- reys, sidebars and democrats, with
hibitors were eager to present their a number of improvised two-wheeTbest. The exhibits, of course, were ed carts and rickshas.
not confined to grains -and vege*
tables. There were also the prod- THE PARADE WAS HELD AT
ucts of the kitchen, pies, cakes, 7 o'clock of a beautiful July evebread, canned goods, etc., and a ning, and it was really a thing of
large line of needlework and tex- entrancing beauty. The pictures
tiles.
which I have were taken from a [
* * *
point on south Fourth street. The
THE PROMOTERS OF THE figures are indistinct, but one that
affair were gambling on the weath- is recognizable is that of Dr. Locker, and that time they won. The erby in his Maxwell car, which I
days and nights were warm and think was the only horseless carstill, and both exhibits and decora- riage in the parade. Erect and soltions showed to the best advantage; dierly on a spirited horse is George
There was abundance of entertain- B. Winship, who was one of the
ment, with everything free, and marshals. In a little Roman charthe town was packed with people, iot decked with flowers and drawn
many of whom had come from by a. pony is a girl who, I am told,
considerable distances on the ex- was Ethel Barnes, daughter of 0.
cursions arranged by the railway J. Barnes, now Mrs. J. L. Karmel
companies.
of Berkeler, Calif. And there are
*
others whom I cannot identify.
THE FIRST OF THOSE FAIRS That parade was one of the historwas the best of the lot. During lat- ic events of the city.

* * *

* * *
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ber or early October is the best
time for planting bulbs. Of the
standard flowering bulb plants the
tulip is undoubt........... :·:·....·.·::~
edly the easiest
···:·:rmrtMJ
· of. culture• and
::::::{:::<;::::~:::::::::::::::$:!·
~l=ff\:~\:\:;:i:(gJ:~~
the most likely to
_:;:::t\:[:]:]:\f;I(~~ give satisfactory
. -.: .....·::::::::::.:;;. results. It -is perf e ct l y
hardy,
seems to be quite
free from disease
and its earliness
of bloom gives a
fine show of brilliant color at a
:5eason when color -:s peculiarly
w~lcoµie.
Davies
M o s t of the
catalogues recommend planting tulip bulbs about
6 inches deep. I think that is rather deep for our heavy Red river
valley soil unless pains are taken
to change the soil texture by the
I use of peat sand and other foreign material. I have heard of
· bulbs being attacked by worms, although I have seen no evidence of
this in my own garden. .A.a a precaution against it some growers
imbed the bulbs in sand about an
inch deep in the bottom of the
trench and then cover well with
more sand before filling with the
earth. The theory is that the sand
will turn back worms without impending the growth · of the roots
down into the lower soil.

They are said to have been the basis of the tulip craze in Holland in
the sixteenth century; when fabulous sums were paid ; for a · single '
bulb. They are tall and ·stately, and I
their soft, rich colors appear · as if I
applied· on white
backgrounds
.
with a brush.
· * * *
DARWINS ARE SIMILAR IN
size and general form to the Breed- .
ers, but their colors, also soft, tend
to be solid. Almost an ·colors except yellow are found. in the Dar-·
wins and Breeders, but thus far no
satisfactory ·yellow has been . developed in either group. Hence, when
a yellow is desired to complete a
color . scheme in either of these
groups recourse is had to the Cottage group, in · which the Ingles..
comb Yellow is the .o utstanding
representative of that . color.
1

*

*

*

COTTAGE TULIPS APPEAR
to be survivals of the plants which
have been cultivated for centuries
in English gardens ·and, of which
brilliant beds are found around.
many of the old cottages _,. .hence
the name. They are not quite so
large as the Breeders and Darwins, but bloom at about the same
time. They come in solid colors, .
and their hues are more pronounced than either of the · others. ·

*

*

~.

...

!.

I THINK THfl APPROVED .
practice is-· to reset tulips about ev...
ery third year, but no absolute rule
on this subject can be laid down.
* *
Probably three years is about the
TULIPS MAY BE DIVIDED IN.. right time if all the conditions are
to two general groups, early . and· normal. If left undisturbed too long
late. The earlies may b.e single or new bulbs will crowd the old and
double, and are rather small, with there will be a deterioration in the ·
short stems and tl?-ey appear in size of bulbs and vigor of plants.solid colors. An assortment of them In resetting the largest bulbs are
is desirable for very early bloom, planted in the regular bed and the
as they blossom .a bout two weeks S'maller ones may be planted else.in advance of their larger and la- where, to develop large bulbs after.
ter cousins.
a year or two. Under favorable con- ·
*
*
ditions the small bulbs will bloom
THE LATE VARIETIES ARE the first year.
'7 much
larger and more showy.
~,tc
*While there are innumerable indiCAUTION MUST BE EXERCIS-·
vidual varieties, the l~te tulips ed in the use of fertilize~ around
with which we are most familiar tulip or any other bulbs. Contact
are the Breeder, Darwin and Cot- with manure, especially fresh matage families. · The Breeders, ac- nure is quite likely to in.d uce rot.
cording to some authorities ,o n the This danger is avoided by the use
subject, are the oldest of the vari- of a complete commercial fertilizer
I eties to which expert attention has and keeping the· soil in good mecb-

*

*

*

1 ~een

given in selection and culture. anical condition.

EDNA LA MOORE WALDO'S appeared.
buffalo, which
book "Dakota" has just been is- provided t~e aborigines with masued from , the Caxton press of terials for food, shelter, weapons
Caldwell, Idaho in an attractive and implements, and the thunder
f o rm
which of whose migrations had reverbershould' make it a ated. across the plains, vanished
welcome addition from the scene. Great railroad sys~
to· any library. A tems spanned the continent and
line on the, title brought to the plains the institupage des p r I b e:s ·u ons· of far eastern states and the
the work as "an traditions of Europe. Agriculture
informal study of took on a scope and a form formterritorial days." erly unknown, and there sprang up
T · h e description here a unified system of governis apt. The story, ment, a set of social relations and
beginning with a an economic system based on condescription of the ditions which formerly had been
Missouri river as non-existant.
the early explor* *
ers knew it, ends
THOSE CHANGES WERE ACwith the adoption companied by: the expression of an
Davies
of the state con.:. adventurous spirit, often by comstitution and the admission of plete disregard for the provisions
North Dakota to the union of of law and the conventions of soci. ety. They involved struggle for sustates.
premacy amortg man who · proved
;;: * :,p::
WHILE DAKOTA TERRITORY to be past masters of political arti~. contained few people during the fice. And they called · for heroic
period covered by the book, its self-sacrifice on the part of men
J history was as variegated, as ex- and women who found themselves
' citing and as · colorful as that of in a strange environment and with
i any area on the American contin- supreme courage and rare rei ent. As the author puts it in her sourcefulness ·met the trials and
1 foreword:
surmounted the difficulties that
*
lay in their path.
"EVERY STOCK CHARACTER
*
of stage arid screen, hero and vilTHE SALIENT FEATURES ·OF
lain and common man, had his this colorful panorama were set
brief moment. Indians, explorers, .forth by Mrs. Waldo with a deft
fur traders, rivermen, soldiers, and sympathetic touch. The pages
cowboys, miners, road agents and of her book abound with incident,
gunmen, gamblers and dance-hall and there are given in miniature
girls, bonanza farmers and home- ·pictures of the settlement :of each
steaders in soddies, railroad sur- of the several districts ' of ·the old
veyors and promoters, wood-chop- territory. Appended is a ' biblio-pers and freighters, carpet-bag- graphy from which the reader who
gers, foreign noblemen, statesmen wishes to pursue the subject may
and shysters, temperance ,crusa~- select a whole library dealing with
ers, lottery agents, down-at:-heel a period as interesting as any
" troupers, brilliant and erratic writ- since the settlements in Virginia
ers, artists, scientists, all fell into and at Plymouth Rock.
'place in the motley pageant pro· *
cession that was territorial Dako- HIS MAJESTY, KIN G EDta."
ward of Great ·B ritain, went hunt*
ing in the Austrian Alps the other
ALL THESE FIGURES PLA:Y- 4ay wearing whiskers. While the
ed their part. iri the great drama of whis~ers were his own, they w?re
1 settlement. Not only were the ter- acquired and
not grown by ··him.
ritory and the period rich in' char- They were the whiskers . of , the
acters of marked ·individuality, but Chamois, a .tuft of which is · trathe events of that time ~arked the ditionally worn by all Alpine huntpassing of an old order and the ers at the · back of the hat. Tbe tuft
launching of new enterprises, on · a of beard, which grows from · the
magnificent . scale.- During those chin of the .chamois, is clipped off,
years the Indian made · his last bound and mounted in silver. Faststand against the onward march of ened at' the ·back of the hat it is a
the white man's civilization. The perfect imitation ,of a shavingfrontier, which for 300 years had brush, and that is what it is called
been moving ever westward, dis- by tp.e irr.e verent.
I :-.
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LAKE LOEN, THE scENE OF w~~TrnGOF P_O .LITICALI
one of the major disasters of the conditions as he thmks he found
year is one of Norwa 's beaut them in the mid"Yest, .Duncan Aik
'
y
Y man has an article m the Nevv '
spots. Many of the older resid~nts York Times magazine enti9ec1 l
of the northwest "Midwest Tom-Toms" which leaves ·
came from the the impression that · the writer
section of Nor- found the whole mid west not mere.
way in which the ly simmering, but boiling violently'
lake is situated. with political excitement in anticiMajor A. I. Berg, pation of the November election.
Norwegian vice In spite of all the fury, however,!
consul at Grand Mr. Aikman ·finds a curious abForks, knows the sence of discussion of real issues
general
locality and in the absence .of argument th~
well, although he disputants are going back to old
has never visited shibboleths of partisans'liip a:p.d
th~ lake . itself. vehemently asserting of as vehemTo . one u n .a c- ently denying that the present
quamted
w.1 th Democratic administration is the
the district the best and wisest that ever held the
Davies
sweeping - inland reins of power.
.
of a wave hun* * *
·dreds of ,f~et hi~h.. would seem
ALL OF THIS WILL BE NEWS!
almost an 1mpossibihty. But the to many actual resid-ents of the
formation of the Norwegian coa~t, mid west, especially to · those who
and· of the ·territory for some dis- remember · the -stirring days of 1896
tance inland, is such that it is poss- when through an entire summer
ible for masses of rock almost the very air was surcharged with
mountainous in size, to ,topple in- politics. That campaign revolved
to the water at their base, and around the issue of free silver and
when that' happens, . as it does everyone · was n it. The ~ilver
sometimes, the water displaced is question was discussed on the
moved to a tremendous height and street corners, in the barber shops.
with violent force.
and in the country stores. Scarcely
* * *
could one meet a m~n anywhere
THE NORWEGIAN FJORDS who had not positive views on the
are famous for their grandeur and ·s ubject and who was not willing to
their picturesque beauty. Some- quote figures, more or less· accurtimes that grandeur is terrifying. ate, on the quantity of currency in
Major Berg mentions one indenta- circulation, the number of million
tion in the coast where a long, dollars' worth .of greenbacks issued,
,narrow body of ocean water is en- and on what would happ€n to the
closed by walls of rock hundreds of country if Bryan were or were not
feet high, where the entrance is so elected.
narrow that from a .distance it
* * *
seems impossible for a steamer to
THERE IS N O T H I N G OF
enter without grazing the .sides, that sort now. The ·people are ·not
;,tnd where the precipice ·overhangs indifferent, but they are not excitin such· precarious fashion that the ed. · They are .taking their politics
spectator expects it to fall at any calmly. Forty years ago ,. if · a man
m6:tnent.
·
stood on a street corner and started to tal~ about free silver he
SOME ·SUCH FORMATION. would find .himself in the midst of
'. gave way at Lake · Leon, sending a heated argument in no time, and
·~ across the lake a wave that wreck- there would be a crowd of eager
, ed two · villages · and carried to participants. ·Today, 'if he were to
death some 100 human beings. The stand on a street corner and talk
lake, with the district .surrounding party politics, · New Deal or old
it, is a favorite summer resort. deal, a crowd might gather . around
r' There are steep mountains of bare him, but it would be a wondering,,
rock and pleasant valleys where not
debating crowd, a crowd atthe fertile soil produces fine cropa tracted by the curious and unusof farm produce and where many ual , spectacle of somebody talking
varieties of fruit are raised.
politics.
1
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THAT of. the disasters . that are to f 1\
the people_ liked to be fooled, and, upon his house:
al
acting -on that belief, he gave them "Weave the warp and weave the I
a faked mermaid, a fake centenwoof,
arian and a: fake The winding sheet ot. : Edward's
w h it e elephant.
race."
·
The people 8 '!'alThe Highland .minstrel warns
lowed the various 'Lochiel of the doom that aw~its
deceptions, liked him at Cullode .
them and asked
n ..
for more, which " 'Tis the sunset of life gives us
the . great showmystical lore,
.
man supplied ad And coming events cast their shalib. Credulity, ofdows before."
ten taking the
form
of
gross
IN THESE? MODERN DAYS
superstiUon, was soothsayers, astrologers and all
pfart of thh~ t li~e their company of mystery-mongers j
o · our pre 1s oric
an c e s tors, and profess to be delving into the sect w ~ n t ieth cen_. rets of the future. Some of them
i;,avies
tury science has a~e sincere, and they have a large
not been able to chentele. The Associated Press has
banish it. There still exists the just carried an article telUng of
passion for the mysterious and oc- the conclusions reached by persons
cult, and it exists not only among who appear to be of some standing
the ignorant, but among some of that mid-September of this year
the most highly cultured members would be a period of startling and
of society.
spectacular events, that conclusion
· *
*
being reached by a study of - the
PERHAPS THE MOST WIDE- ~gyptian pyramids, their structure,
ly spread expression of this super- 1~scriptions and geometrical ·de1 stitious tendency is found in the sign. We are asked to believe faith that if placed in predictions and. many persons do believe it 1 of future events. Probably there is that t~e d~signers of the Great
no part of the world in which Pyramid some five thoµsand years
there cannot be found evidence of ago knew of the character, time
the belief tha,t . it is possible for bu- and sequence of the major events .
man beings to foretell accurately in t.he world's history from their I
events of the remote future not by time on to the present, and they
any process of reasoning fr~m per- recorded their' predictions of those
ceptible cause to probable effort, e~ents in ~haracters which have
but by means of some mysterious smce been interpreted.
· intuition or through communica~
* * * ..
tions received from the spirit
VOLUMES HAVE BEEN WRITworld.
ten on the "meaning'' · of the Great
* *· *
pyramid, and when men have apTHE BIBLE MAKES NUMER- -p roached the subject, as many of
·ous references to this belief one them have done, with the deter. illustration being the .c·a se -of' Saul mina~io_n to find in what they were
and the witch .of Enrod. . Shake- exammmg proof of · whatever they
speare recognizes it in depicting already believed, it has been easy
the encou~ter of Macbeth with the for them to read into the design
'three witches. Scotland has been _a nd measurments of the pyramid.
steeped in · belief in the "second predictions . of ·the birth of Christ,
sight." Fitz~J a.mes, in "The Lady of the f~ll of Rome, the ~iscovery of
the Lake," urges Roderick to make America, and almost everything
peace, for:
· else, down -to the_ World war and
"
.
the New D~at · The methods · by
Thu~ spake ~~te, by prophet bred, which these conclusions have been
~etw1xt ~he hvmg and the dead:
reached are fantastic, but . the inW~o spills the for~most ·f oeman's vented .· p"rallels can be made to
~1f e, ·.
,
look . impressive, and · there are
His party conquers in the strife.' " thousands who accept them with*
out question, just as there were
TH~ WELSH B.t\.RD DRAWS thousands who believed ·unreserv- ·
r for Kmg Edward a. . fearful picture edly in Barnum's mermaid.
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SCIENCE KEEPS UPSETTING
cherished .. traditions. There is, for
.
d"t"
f th cold
instance, the tra 1 ion
e
shower and th~ cold tub. The cold
bath. has ~ e ~ n
considered mdispensable to good
health and .one of
the ess?nbal acc~n~ipamments of
fmished culture.
Millions of people
who prefer their
bath warm, and
who never take a
cold one, have
been reluctant ~o
confe~s to their
plebeian preference. ~ ow comes
an emment phy.
.
sic i an with a
wa~mng against !he cold bath,
which, h_e ~a~s, subJects the ~ystem
to an mJurious, and possibly a
dangerous sho.ck. He recomi:1ends
water at bodily heat. or higher.
i=:ersonall~, . I prefer it just this
side of boilmg.

°

tal to deputize for Omniscience. He
who is fool enough or needy
enough to accept such a post soon
finds that except in the plainest
cases judgment is impossible. He
therefore makes an office list of
words that must not be used and
subjects that must not be mentioned (usually reUgion and sex); and
though this brings his job within
the capacity of an office boy, it also reduces it to absurdity.

*

I

* *

"I FIND IN THE COPY OF MY
scenario that fell into the hands
of the Catholic Action that the
word ''paradise," and an · allusion
to a halo, are struck out because
they are classed as religious. The
word "damned'' is cut out apparently because it is profane. The
word God is cut out St Denis is
cut out, sentences c~nt~ining the
words religion, Archbishop, deadly
sin, holy, infernal, sacred office,
and the like are cut out quite
senselessly because they are on the
list. Even the word babes is forbidden, presumably as immodest.
'these a.bsurdities represent, not
*
the wisdom of the Catholic church
DOWN IN ARK_A NSAS A MAN but the desperation of a minor ofmade his own air-condition~ng ficial's attempts to reduce that
plant, rigging up a fan which wisdom to an office routine.
draws air over a lot of excelsior
* *
kept moist with water flowing
"THERE IS AN EPIDEMIC OF"
from a barrel. The device is said censorships at present raging
to have worked perfectly. That through the United States as a promight be all right in Arkansas, test against the very licentious
where they had more rain than we anarchy which has hitherto prehad here. During our dry, hot pe- vailed. Through a crowd of amariod, the problem would have been teur regulations and lists of words
to get a barrel of water with which varying from state to state and
to saturate the excelsior.
even from city to city the anarch*
ists, the pugilists, the pornographGEORGE BERNARD SHAW ers can easily drive a coach and
published a three-column letter (it six, as it is useless to check up on
would be three columns) scoring the letter if the spirit still eludes.
1
the committee which has under- But the serious plays like "St.
taken to censor his play "Saint Joan" get stopped because they
Joan" as prepared for the screen take the censorships completely
because of the committee's belief out of their depth."
that in its present form it is not . a
* *
suitable play for Catholics to see.
I SAT THROUGH FOUR OR
On the whole subject of control of five hours of "Saint Joan" when
plays Shaw has this to say:
the stage version was having its
*
*
initial run in New York. I was not
"I' DO NOT CONSIDER PUB- shocked, but I was intensely bored.
Uc control a bad thing in itself. I The play contained powerful passgreatly pref er it to the irrespon- ages and gripping situations-exsible and sometimes vicious prl- cellent material for a book, but
vate control which is the real al- there was too much of it for a play.
ternative. But I have again to And dignified speeches, excellently
point out that c·e nsorship is the phrased, though much too long for
wrong method. Whatever its moral a play, were alternated with wise
and religious pretenses may be, it cracks on twentieth century polialways comes in practice to postu- tics and social relations which the
lating the desirability of an offi- author had put into the mouths of
cial with the attributes Qf a god, fifteenth century characters. But
and then offering the salary of a the play contained not a line which
minor railway station master plus need offend either Catholic or
a fee per play to some erring mor- Protestant.
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brick to fill that contract ha~ been
can spare an occasional fifteen obtained from the yards at Dick- .
minutes finds it convenient occa- inson, N. D. After the brick had :
been delivered it . became known i
sionally to drop around and observe that the _ entire lot had been con- I
·
the work that is demned~
being d·o ne on .t he
* * *
new postoffice exTHERE WAS CONSTERNAfension.
S o m e tion in town · for . some Grand
c u r i o s i t Y has Forks men were int~rested in the ·
b e e n expressed Dickinson yards and other local
with reference. to business · men felt an interest in·
the u nu s u a 11 Y having a North Dakota product
h e a v ~ footings. used in a fine )ocal building; proplaced m the bot- vided a suitable state . product
tom of the struc... could be found. Protests to the
ture. Apparently inspector were unavailing. A. group
those masses of of local business men ·. visited the
concrete and steel site pf the building and &,sked the
are much larger inspector to explain just what was
than , would be wrong with the brick, which seem-.
.
necessary to sus- ed to be of good quality.
Davies
tain the weight of
*·
a three-story building.
A BRICK . W At PiciKED FROM
*· . *
the pile and the insp~ctor .was '. ~skAS I HAVE HEARD THE CON- ed to point out its defects, if any.
: ve~sation down . the alley line, those The only thipg that he could find ,
footings . are heavier than . would wrong ·with it was that along the I
have been thought necessary for edges there was here and there
a new · building standing by itself. an almost imperceptible variation
But the floors and other features from a mathematical straight line.
of new · and old buildings. will be It appeared· that he demanded. a
continuous or connected, and 'must brick with an edge sharp e·n ough.
remain, on the same level, if that to shave with, .or at .least , with an
c~n be achieved. Presumably. in edge as true as a :piece of mac~in:ed
th1 30 years of its existence the steel. ·
·
old· ]?uilding has settled itself into
* * :1c
place. But if the new. building
OBVIOUSLY
NO
BRICK
settles, the floors will . be out of would ~omply with his demand.
line and other defects will de- Rep res en tations were made
to
~elop. ·Therefore the
footings Washington, inspection was made
have ·b'een made unusually wide by a ,higher authority, and the enand deep to avoid that , possibility. tire s·h ipment was actjept,e d. . The
*
'
inspector . was removed from the
WORKMEN
HAVE
FOUND local job, but whether· or not he.
that the old bu.ilding ,was wen· put reta:~ned his position in the ·. service '
together. Ordinary brickwork is I do not know . . Ip.cid_e ntally, a
usually easy ·to wre~k, but to crack St. Louis , firm was greatly -inter~
off a · small section of the old ested in furnishing the brick for
brickwork of the old building re- the . Grand ·Forks job, , and · ~he
quires· 'the efforts of two · husky fipal rejection .of . the D~ckinson
m'en . wirling heavy sle'dges . to drive brick \ would :P,t;t,ye. impi·oved . ',it~
big:. ·wedges into . the drilled open- chances.
· ings. That building was put up to
* *
stay.
TEE ' POSTOFFICE 'w ALLS
have stood through thirty-odd sum.IT WILL BE NEWS ,TO SOME mers and winters. The walls· are
readers . that an·· the . face brick 'in smooth ~nd solid, the . joints .-are
.~he old postoffice buildin·g _was con- perfect, and ~he . brick have . redemned by a government ins·p ector ·tained .their color. After the ,ex, before any .of .the walls were· built. .Perience of these ·years it appears .
· The contract called for face brick that no mistake was:· made ' on acof a · ~ertain type and .grad~, ·and .c epti:ng th~ D·i ckinson brick. ·

*
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* *
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BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVAN- the killings occur. And very many
method of dealing of. those accidents are caused by
of traffic regula- competent and e~perienced drivers
who at some critical moment be- tions, s u c h as come careless and inattentive.
i .n v o 1 v e a fine Speed is an important contributing
of $10 and $2.50 factor, and speed plus negligence
costs, the ?ffend- makes a dangerous combination
er is reqmred to upon which the painting of tires
post t h e $12.50, and the affixing of labels can have
which is retained little effect.
by the city unless
* THAT
* * ONE APconsent is given
IT SEEMS
to further condi- proach to better conditions lies in
tions. In that case a more numerous patrol forcethe tires of the which costs money- with the
offender's car are knowledge that safety regulations
painted red and are actually being vigorously enyellow and must' forced. Traffic law violators are
remain so paint- actually halted on the California
ed for. 30 days. highways, .and knowledge of that
of that time, upon fact, being continually present, inthe appearance of the offender spires caution.
with paint intact, the tires are re* * *
painted their · original color and $10
THE EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS
is refunded, the $2.50 being retain- are vast masses of masonry which
ed by the city as costs.
are interesting because of the evi.:.
* * *
. dence which they present that
NOT MANY PERSONS WOULD there existed · five thousand years
care to drive around wit}). red and ago a high degree of mathematical
yellow tires advertising ' .the~ as knowledge and of mechanical skill.
violators of the regulations. It is a The join ts in the lining of some
question how many persons would of the chambers, for instance, are
be willing to do. it for a month to said to be practically perfect, and
save $10. There may be some ques- the major measurements are action, too, as to the effectiveness of curate within fractions of an inch.
the plan, as it would be no very
* *
difficult matter to cover up the
BUT THE BUILDERS OF THE
paint with material that could be pyramids needed to give no consideasily removed when the time erati on to wind stress. Essentially
came to present the car for inspec- their structures were huge masses
tion and return of the ftne.
of rock which could no more blow
*
over than a hill .of similar size can
· THERE HAS BEEN THE FUR- blow over. Modern skill has reared
ther suggestion that instead of great towers, more than twice as
painting tires large tags be used tall as the highest pyramid, on
and fastened to some conspicuous bases only a fraction of their size,
part of the car with official seals. and those towers have just withIn order ·to obtain refund of his stood winds that blew more than
ftne the owner ,would be required 100 miles an hour, and they stand
to present the car at the appointed staunch and secure.
time with seals unbroken. One
·
weakness there is that the owner IT WAS FORTUNATE FOR
·could come to court without tags New York city that the hurricane
and with the assertion that some which swept up the Atlantic coast
malicious person had broken the the other day not strike the city
seals in the night and carried off with its full force. If the center
the tags.
had moved inland instead of being
*
*
carried out to sea, ev~n substantial
WITHOUT QUESTION EVERY- buildings would have . suffered sething should be done that can be verely, and the total of minor dam- ,
done to insure observance of even age would have been immense.
what may be considered · minor But the engineers who designed
traffic regulations. But only a small the Empire State, Chrysler .and
proportion of -the major automobile other tall . buildings, did not work
casualties result from such viola- by .guess. They knew what lateral
tions of city ordinances as are pun- forces their structures would withishable by small fines. It is on the stand, and they provided for concountry highways that most of the struction which no hurricane could
cars are smashed up and·· most of destroy.

*

* *

* * *

*

First-class restaurants in eastern
zine, one of the numerous pulp cities recognize their quality and
publications dealing chiefly in the list "North Dakota Turkeys'' on
their menus."
lightest sort of fiction, is running
* *
a series of articles e ri t i t 1 e d
I WAS INTERESTED IN THE
"The ; o u t d O O r article e~ecially because it deals
West Today." The with e~sentials. Every stat~ , at
current article is some time h~s· too much ram or
devoted to North too little, too much wind, or hot or
Dakota It treats cold weather, and a description of
of the· resources a locality whi.ch deals ~nly with
of the state agri- the abnormal 1s not a faithful ·: decultural mineral scription. . Mr. Wilson's
article
industri~l , an ci treats of North Dakota as it is un- ;
scenic as if there der normal conditions, and normal :
had ~ever been conditi<?ns are those which prevail .
such a thing as most of the time.
drouth. That sub*
*
Ject is not men- ONE WHO HAS SWALLOWED
tioned at all. On the theory that North Dakota must
that account the be rebuilt ·p hysically before it can
picture may be a little on~-sided, produce anything again should take
but it is a marvel ,of accuracy and a_ trip through some of the recentbalance compared with many ar- ly burned-up districts which have
ticles recently published, which had a few liberal showers during
leave the impression that there is the past few weeks. The central
nothing in the state save drouth part of the state was about as hard
and its effects, and that there never hit by drouth as was any section.
will be anything else.
Districts in that mid-section har* * *
vested not a · kerner of grain of any
THE ·F ACT IS THAT E. E. kind. Pastures were burned up
Wilson, author of the article, has early in the summer, and for weeks
given in two or three pages of those rolling plains were covered
magazine space a very fair sum... only with a scant .growth of grass
mary of what is to be found in that was dry as tipder. ' Not a
North Dakota in the way of eco- green thing was to be seen.
nomic resources, and-what is often overlooked-of scenic beauty.
THERE HAVE BEEN SOME
Mention is made of the state's fair1y good rains, but not enough
wheat' production, of course. No to soak down very far, but enough
discussion of North Dakota could to give vegetation a fresh start. 1
. ~verlook that. But wheat produc- And today the landscape, r~cently ·
tion is not over-emphasized. Recog- brown, is fresh and green. The
nition is given to th~ diversifica- grass roots were not dead, . but
tion of agriculture which has taken sleeping, and -the showers have
place, and to the part which live- stirred them to .vigorous activity.
stock, corn, potatoes, vegetables and There has not been time for luxsmall fruits play in the state's uriant growth, but there is feed
economy.
everywhere, and sleek cattle are
*
grazing on it contentedly. Fields
MENTION IS MADE OF THE of winter rye show: an even,
I ,part played by the corn . show at healthy .growth. Th.a~ new growth
~ Bismarck in stimulating the de- cannot be harvested for winter. It
( velopment of corn cuJture in North' will not attain sufficient size for
Dakota, and the reader is told, th~t. ·But it is · providing abundant
quite accurately, that "The only feed for the rest of the season. Just
strictly 'Turkey ·S how' in the Unit;. a few rains · have ' brought · about
ed States is held annually at Grand that change in sections where, we
Forks during the winter months, have been told, all vegetation had
where as many as five hundred been · killed and · all · the fertile soil
. birds are sometimes exhibited. had· blown away.

*
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* *

TWICE EACH DAY MAIL flown by a modern Douglas plane
plane pass over Grand Forks. equipp~d with two 1,000-horse.
power . engines and having a speed
They pass over, but do · not stop. of 200 m1·ies an h our. It t a k es some
We can hear them roar by, and, moving to keep up with a developif no clouds in- ment like that.
tere:vene, we may
* *
see them. But we WHILE THEY WERE GETcannot go place.s ting ready for the celebration of
on them or mall the mail flight anniversary the
letters on them. big dirigible Hindenburg arrived
Those privileges from Germany on her eighth et1,stare re~erved for bound voyage, carrying a record
others who have load of 72 passengers, having ridhad vision enough den the easterly winds which blew
to keep their air- north of the hurricane which swept
ports in condition up the cottst. Aided by the wind the
to keep pace with ship made 160 miles per hour. The
modern pr. ogress. history of dirigibles in general . has
We have permit- been one of disaster, but a comted ourselves to 1 bination of good design, sound
·Davies
be side-tracked construction masterly seamanship
.
and are a little and good 1u'ck has thus far saved
inclined to feel resentful at some- the Hindenburg from the fate
body: or something other than our- which has overtaken most other
selves.
ships of its class.

*

* *DID SOME
. GRAND *
FORKS
pio~eering in air transportation.
It was here that the first air passenger in the ~orthwest was carried aloft. Grand Forks was one
of the first northwestern cities to
p r o vi d e airport accomodations
which measured up to the requirements · of the early days of flying.
But the pace seems to have been
to swift for us and we have dropped behind.

*

* *

THE PACE HAS INDEED
been a swift one. Aviation is less
than 33 years old, and on September 23 of this year there was celebrated the 25th anniversary of the
first official mail flight ever made
in this country. On the corresponding date in 1911 a sack of mail was
carried by plane from Nassau, near
New York ,city, to Mineola, a distance of .10 miles, and the flight,
while it attracted some attention,
was generally regarded as a stunt
of no practical value.

*

* *

THE PLANE IN WHICH THE
first mail was carried was a
Blierot monoplane w hi
was
equipped with a fifty horse-power
engine and had a cruising speed of
60 miles per hour. With the mail
sack and the gasoline needed for
th~ 10-mile flight it was loaaed to
capac.i ty. The anniversary celebration was the occasion for a gathering of flyers, and the course over
which the little Blierot model flew
a quarter of a century ago was

* *

*
CURIOUS AIR CONDITIONS
were found by the Hindenburg on
that latest trip. Flying low ·. there
was encountered very rough air,
with the water beneath whipped to
froth. At 2,000 feet there was found
a layer of smooth air, and at high...
er altitudes again the air wa-s exceedingly .c hoppy.
.
* * * .

MOTOR T R AN Sp O RT HAS
just about tied with air transport
in swiftness of development. The
Yale review recalls some .of the
comment made when the automobile was just beginning to attract attention. One paper described it as "unsightly to the eye, offensive to the nose and deafening ·
to the ear.''
1

*

* *

SOME OF THE BEARISH PREdictions made about the future of
the automobile shortly before. 1900
make interesting reading now. The
Yale Review article notes the confident assertion of one authority
that "there is small probability
that the motor v~hicle
displace the bicycle in popular favor.''
Another authority was certain that
"more nonsense was never before
jumbled together" than when a
bold prophet ventured to · predict
that long-distance motor bus lines
would ultimately conn_e ct such
cities as Cleveland and Chicago.
A third authority ventured the
prediction, concerning the motor
car of 1899, that "no better will be
made; time cannot improve it."

will

SANTA CLAUS IS NOT TO BE reached the mill closes down. Now
advertised as a dispenser of liquor all th,e mills are at work again.
in Pennsylvania if the "request'' of
* * .~
the liquor contra! board of that
IT IS NOT KNOWN WHEN OR l
st~ t e to liquor where · windmills were first used,
distillers and dis- but in many _countries they have
pensers is observ- been in use for c~nturies. They have
ed. In anticipa- been used for pumping water more I
tion of the Christ- extensively than for ·any other pur- :
mas season t h e pose. For nearly a thousand year$ :
board made the they _have been used to drain the 1
f o 11 owing state- low lands of Holland, and almost\
ment:
everywhere the farm windmill for
"The p at r o n pumping water is a familiar sight.
saint has since
*
time immem·o rial
WINDMILLS FOR GRINDING
b e e n associated grain and other mechanical -purwith children and poses were a later developmnet, as
it is for the best their use for that purpose required
interests of the· systems of gearing involving some
industry - that its complications. However, that prob, Davie,s
a d v ~ rtisements lem was solved long ago.
should in no way associate the
.
* * *
MANY YEARS A:GO I VISITED
children's saint with alcoholic
a farm somewhere near Hensel in
-liquids.?'·
Pembina ·county on which the own*·
er had rigged up a h·o me-made
OVER IN · NEW YORK A PO- windmill which was · about the lagt
lice surgeon after examining a man word in simplicity. Thro.u gh the
who had just been arrested report- gable of a little building about 10
ed that the man "seemed to be suf- by 12 feet he had run a shaft on
, fering · from ove'r -indulgence in the outer end of .which he had ,
.s ome intoxicating agent.'' A less mourtted windmill sails. On the
cautious person would probably shaft .inside was a pulley over.
have said . that the man was dead which ran a belt to a small grinddrunk.
·
ing mill on the floor. A heavy post
* *
well planted in the ground ran
0. O. McINTYRE, ·OVER IN thr~ugh the floor. The building was
the . other corner of the page, J:iad mounted on wheels, one at each
! dug up a clothing ad which reads: corner which tan on a circular
"'Pants $1.75 a leg. Seats free." plank track. A long lever projected
What a snap that would be for a from one corner of the building.
. one-legged man!
When the. amateur miller wished
to use the mill, if .it was not headed
* * *
. :the wind; he applied
properly _-into
WIND. POWER IS .OFTEN DE.. himself · to the lever, ,.-·swung_ the
scribed as the . cheapest power . in building .around to the .required pothe ' world, but it required a ukase sition· and anchored it to a pair of
from Herr Hitler - to rescue . Ger- stakes. He :. ground feed for 'his ow~
many's windmills ,from .bankruptcy.. live stock · and , also did custom
Germany has .some 30,000 windmills grinding · tor the--neighbors.
some of which have been grinding
* *
'flour and feed for the popµlace for
ELECTRICAL -PEVELOPMENT
centuries. When the depression has modified the US(;} of wind powstruck the mills began to:cut prices er. Instead ·o f the familiar sails ·Or
on each other~ and by the end of vanes, many windmills are now
1932, 10,000 of them we_re in hank- equipped with · pro;i:>ellers . of airruptcy. Recently there has been ap.:. plane type. A g,e nerator · geared or
plied a quota system under which belted to ·the shaft generat_e s eleceach mill is permitted' tp grind for tric .current· which ·i s used directly
' market just so much material. for light ' and po_w er ,or ' is ·used to
When that quantity has been charge a ·q att~ry.

* *

* *

*

I

*

1
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"STOP SIGNS HAVE BEEN IN-:
stalled at interse~tion of Belmont
and south Fifth. They are intended
to halt south-bound 'traffic. The intersection is a
dangerous one, being made up of a
combination of
right angles and
45-degree turns,
with traffic from
two directions entering a through
highway._ M' any
cars pass that
way, and drivers
long accustomed
to the route have
not been required
to stop except before entering the
Davies
through s t r e e t.
Many of them overlook the signs,
from force of long, habit. That ereates a danger. If the driver going
·north expects the one ·going south
to stop and the latter fails to do so
there is likely to be trouble. A traf·fic officer stationed at that corner
for a short time would call attention to the ri,ew requirement and
might prevent a bad accident, because that turn. is often made at
pretty high speed.

*

>t

*

ties than by having all the experimenting directed from one · headquarters.

*

*

*

FLYING BIRDS HAVE OFTEN
collided with airplanes, 3t_nd propellers have often been damaged
in this way. But ah unusual ~rash
occurred over Long Island the· other day when a gull flew fnto the
wing of a government bomber, ripped a wide hole in the metal wing
and bent a wing rib. When the pilot landed for repairs the body of
the gull was f,o und wedged inside
the wing 18 inches back from the
leading edge.

* * *

FRANK HORNBY DIED IN A
London hospital the other day,
aged 73. Not one person in a million has ever heard of him, yet
millions of children have played
with toys· which he invented. He
was the inventor of the structural
toy known as ."Meccano," by means
of which boyg.:_and some girlshave built houses, barns, skyscrapers, bridges and a lot of other interesting things.

* * *

ABOUT 1900 HORNBY WAS
on his way : to spend Christmas
with relativ:es and wondered what
he could do to amuse the children.
The ' train stopped opposite · a
freight yard where .a small crane
~tood. Hornby stud1~d the c~ane
idly, an~ then c?~ce1ved the idea
of makmg a m1mature demountable of
H~ marl;e . a miniature
crane. with httle strips of steel,
boring the holes himself. The children were charmed, and a new industry was born.

GRAND F O R K s TRAFFIC
regulations require· a complete stop
on a red light and permit no turn
except ·on a green light.
In Fargo they make a right turn
on· a red light, but are required to
make a full stop before doing so.
Last year I asked a New . York
cop about the red light rules there.
He said, "The only thing you can
do on a red light . is stop." Since
then they have permitted a right
'turn on_a red light, and now they
are about to .go back to the old
system. One confusing thing in
New York is that they have .special rules for special intersections,
and even though those special ·rules
may_ be ,indicated by signs,' . the
stranger doesn't know just when
or where he is, going to run across
them.
·

. HORN?3Y
hm~self m a small ~hop m Liverpool and began turnmg o·u t mechanical. sets, to which he gave the
name. "Meccano'' because of its ,a ppropr1ate~ess and because people r
of all nations can pronounce 1t. His
industry· grew. It now covers five
acres and employes 1,500 persons.
Last year it made profits of $200,000.

* · * THE FEDERFORTUNATELY
al government has not yet undertaken to prescribe a set of traffic
rules to apply to the whole country. A certain measure of uniformity ·1s. desirable, but uniformity is
possible only within certain limits,
for traffic conditions vary with lo·cality and rules must fit conditions.
Further, the whole subject is still
_in ,the experimental stage, and better progress .can be made by having many hundreds of experiments
'in progress in as many communi-

;-.
IT MAY BE A SIN* FOR ANYone to make that much money, but
the founder of that business was
able to give pleasure to millions of
children, to give employment to
many hundreds of workers and to
pay some very substantial sums in
taxes, first, becaus,e he · hall . a
bright idea, and second, because
he was able to ope.r ate hUf business
on a profit-making basis. He was
elected to parliament. ' ':There are
reformers who would have sent
him to jail for making money.
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MRS. R. WOOD, OF ARVILLA,
_wishes to find an old poem entitled
"The Geographic Demon,'' with
which she was once familiar. The
first few lines, as
she now recalls
them, run:
I hate my geography lesson,
'Tis nothing but
nonsense a n d
names;
To bother me so
every morning
'Tis really the
gr e at est of
shames.
I have not seen
the verses, but I
am sure that the
sentiment which
they express has
been shared by millions of children at one time or other. Anyone
having a copy will confer a favor
by sending it in.

* *

I DON'T KNOW *HOW THEY
teach geography now. Probably
much better than they did 60
years ago. Much of the school work
done in earlier days was memory
work, and if the pupil could repeat
the words of the answer quite often nobody cared much whether he
knew what they meant or not.
That system is now in disfavor,
and properly so, but learning
things by rote had certain advantages, nevertheless.

*

I

*

*

IN MY OWN SCHOOL DAYS
geography meant little more than
a string of names, names of rivers,
mountains, cities, and so forth. We
were supposed to learn a lot of
names and repeat them. Then, if
we could point out on the map the
places that fitted those names, we
were perfect. Occasionally there
was a teacher who tried to lead us
to some understanding of what it
was all about.

*

* *

BUT EVEN THOUGH THAT
pure memory work was all mechanical, it did fix in our minds
things that otherwise would have
been forgotten. Occasionally yet,
when I come across the name of
some unfamiliar place there is revived the recollection of a singsong recitation in a country schoolhouse many years ago, in which
that name appeared with others in
a meaningless sequence, and I
know just about where the place
is.

SPRING IS A WATER-COLOR
artist who works rather slowly
and paints her pictures with deli- 1
cate charm. Autumn p.aints swift- ,
ly in oils and spreads her colors 1
with seeming recklessness. A few!
days ago the trees wore their summer garb of green, with scarcely I
a hint of other color. Then, almost 1
over night, the picture was splash- 1
ed with rich browns and warm
yellows, with dashes of scarlet and
crimS'on.

*

*

*

USUALLY IT IS FROST' THAT
gives to the northern landscape its
first touch of rich autumn color,
but this year our autumn coloring
came without frost. I suppose that
the coloring is due to the ripening
process, which may be completed
without frost, but which frost
hastens. The botanists and chemists will know all about that. Anyway, the process is interesting to
watch.

* *

* OF, THE
I HAVE WRITTEN
curious behavior of the· row of
ash trees which my neighbor, Fred
Payne, planted· on his berm years
ago, and how, without any apparent reason, the one farthest east
grew most rapidly, while the others taper off on regular order until the smallest is last in the row.
Last spring those trees put out
their leaves in reverse order, the
smallest first, and so on up to the
largest, which leaved out last of
all. Now they are coloring in the
exact order in which they leaved
out. The leaves on the smallest are
nearly gone, while those on the
largest have just begun to turn.

* * *

IN SEVERAL P A R T S OF
town I have noticed trees on which
the southeast side has taken on its
fall color while the northwest side
is still green. What's the reason
for that? My guess· is that the hot
wind of the middle of last week accounts for it. That afternoon, with
a strong wind: the 1itemperature
reached 95, and the exposed sides
of the trees necessarily felt its full
force. Still, only a :few of the trees
are affected that way, so the
question remains.

*

*

*

DOWN STREET ARE FOUR
big cottonwoods in a row, all approximately the same size. On one
the leaves have taken on their
customary fall yellow, while the
others are green as grass. Why do
they behave that way?

SOME TIME AGO I REFERred to the high mortality am~mg
· ch·mese e1ms th~is year an d exp ,sthe desirability of
the C~inese ~lm
f or this locahty.
I have just received the following letter on
the subject from
Dr. Howard E.
Simpson, of the
Uri iv er sity department of geol-ogy. Dr. S~mP:son ~as obhge.d
to give up his
work temporariIy because of ill
health. He spent
most ~f the ?ast
year m C:allforand . is now convalescing at
his home on Belmont road. He
writes:

at work on the tree and make
identification complete.

*

*

, "THIS YEAR .*
THE TREE DID
not show a leafbud but a hearty
shoot came up from the base, indicating that the roots were alive
and health)f.

*

*

*

"DID MY TREE NOW WITH
a diameter of about 8 inches· winter-kill or did the bird kiii it?
Personally I accuse the bird of
contributing to if not being the
cause of the d~ath of the tree. I
wonder if the yellow-bellied sapsucker is not guilty in connection
Chinese elms in the city."

*

*

*

IT SEEMS QUITE PROBable that the attacks of the sapsucker affected the vitality of Dr.
Simpson's tree, as the Chinese elm
is a profuse and persistent "bleeder" from even a small wound. This,
it seems to me, is a fact which im- ·r
* * *
pairs the desirability of the tree
"A FEW WEEKS AGO YOU for our locality. However, injuries
suggested in your column ·that the · made by sapsuckers, it seems to
Chinese elms had badly winterkill- me, would hardly account for the
very general dying, in . whole - or in
ed during the last year or two large part, or such a large proporand , were therefore unsuited for tion of the city's Chinese elms a's
this locality. I have noted also a occurred this year, whereas, until
press report from the Mat?-dan this year the proportion of fataliFederal Station placing this same ties were much less numerous.
tree at the head of the list of test*
ed and approved trees for shelter...
THE CHINESE ELM . IS. AN
belts in North Dakota. Perhaps unusually rapid grower, and its
my experience even with one tree fine lacy foliage makes it a most
may help to harmonize the above desirable tree for the inside lot,
two conclusions.
although its form is less desirable
* * *
for street planting. It is also re
markable persjstent. The single
"A FEW YEARS · SINCE, I specimen on my lot, which· in six
planted a s~all C:h~nese elm, grown years had attained a height of 20
at Valley City, m my back yard. feet or more, and which was a
It grew remarkably well and was, beautiful tree, developed only a
~ear before . last, the most bea~- few buds last spring, and those
tiful. tree I have ever seen ·of. this withered quickly. After waiting
species. Its symmetry and delicate weeks for signs of recovery I cut
green lacy . foliage were admired the tree down and found not a
and ~ommented on by many.
sign of tife in trunk or branches.
*
In ·spite of the fact that ~he trunk
"IN THE AUTUMNS OF '34 AND was cut six inches below the sur~35 it was badly , bored by the yel- face and the ground sodded over,
low bellied sap sucker. The holes ·the roots are now sending up a
were approximately %, inch in , di- cluster of new shoots. I have noameter and 1ti inch apart in circles ticed new shoots springing up
about the trunk of the · tree ~ be around the dead · trunks of sevtween the elevations of four and eral other Chi.nese elms. Undoubt- t
fourteen feet.
They
extended edly one of those shoots could soon
through the bark to the wood and develop into a fin~ tree, but it
caused considerable "bleeding'.' of seems to me that ·the tree's resisthe . tree. I tried · to seal the holes tance to unfavorable weather conwith , melted beeswax and Inertol, ditions and minor accidents is not
with little success, bu{ was able in great enough to justify, at my age,
'35 to shoot the bird while it was .f urther .experiment with .,this tree.

*

*

*

*

